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A simple portable image viewer with a set of useful features and functions that can be
deployed from USBs and memory cards with ease

Graphical editors vary in size and functionality, and the software market does not lack applications in this area. PRIMA

Image Racer is a portable image viewer that provides a set of features, packed into a single program.

Perform modifications on the go

The software is fully portable, which means you can carry it on a USB stick or memory card. The only action you must

perform is to unzip the compressed folder. There are no special hardware requirements, making this software a good

choice for all types of computers.

When you first open the application, you will be taken aback by the lack of menus or tabs. The software hides all of its

features in context menus and sidebars.

Make small modifications to your image files

You can use this program to preview photos and other types of animated images. Some options allow you to rotate or

flip the images. You can also resize them according to your needs, and you can save the file names in a text list for

later use.

The application can import files from hardware devices such as scanners and cameras. There are complementary tools

for this features, such as removing red eyes, altering color schemes and cropping particular areas.

You can also use the "pipette" feature to extract colors from specific pixels, and there are multiple viewing options to

help you process files faster and efficiently.

A simple image editor that does not complicate matters

If you require a complex piece of software to help you process and edit images to a high degree, then PRIMA Image

Racer is not for you. This program is designed to make small modifications and quick fixes to images. It is well

organized, and it can be deployed on most computers. Moreover, it is free to use, making it a useful starting tool for

beginners.

  #Image viewer,  #Portable editor,  #Resize image,  #Rotate,  #Crop,  #Preview,  #Pipette
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